TRADE CIRCULAR

Sub: Implementation of E-DO in Kolkata Dock System (KDS)

E-DO (Electronic Delivery Order) is a part of PCS 1X, which is operating as an integrated data platform for all Stakeholders to enhance the efficiency of the current system. In order to implement E-DO successfully at Kolkata Dock System (KDS), all Shipping Lines (MLOs) and CHAs are requested to follow concerned points.

1. All Shipping Lines should generate DO using PCS Portal system as Port server receives data from PCS server only.
2. Some Shipping Lines are registered in POMS with multiple names/entities. It is requested that Shipping Lines mention the full and actual name in the IGM copy.
3. All CHAs registered with KDS system (POMS) should mandatorily be registered with PCS also.

Any technical difficulties in following the above points may be brought to the notice of PCS Support, NIC, and Miss Tanusree Sarkar(Exe Engineer -EDP) by email (pcssupport@portalin.nic.kolkataporttrust.gov.in, tanusree@kolkataporttrust.gov.in). Any process related issue could be communicated by email to business@kolkataporttrust.gov.in.

KDS will start E-DO process from 01.01.2020 onwards. Hence, the Shipping Lines and CHAs are requested to diligently follow the above-mentioned points to support the smooth transition. E-DO process will be mandatory from 15.01.2020.